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History of the United Nations
• 1899: International Peace Conference, The Hague
– Purpose: to elaborate instruments for settling crises peacefully,
preventing wars and codifying rules of warfare
– Resulted in the Convention for the Pacific Settlement of
International Disputes and established the Permanent Court of
Arbitration
• The forerunner of the United Nations was the League of Nations,
conceived during the first World War, and established in 1919 under
the Treaty of Versailles "to promote international cooperation and to
achieve peace and security.“
• In 1945, representatives of 50 countries met in San Francisco at the
United Nations Conference on International Organization to draw
up the United Nations Charter.
• The United Nations officially came into existence on 24 October
1945, when the Charter had been ratified by China, France, the
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United States and by a
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majority of other signatories.

Purposes of United Nations
• To keep peace throughout the world
• To develop friendly relations among nations
• To help nations work together to improve the lives of poor
people, to conquer hunger, disease, and literacy, and to
encourage respect for each other’s rights and freedoms
• To be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations to
achieve these goals
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Main Organs of the UN
• General Assembly: 193 Member States
– Plus Holy See (Non-Member State)

• Security Council: 5 permanent members and 10 nonpermanent
• Economic and Social Council: 54 members
• International Court of Justice: 15 judges
• Over 40 other entities and IGOs have observer status
– Commonwealth Secretariat
– International Committee of the Red Cross
– International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea
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Insiders Guide to the UN
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United Nations Handbook 2015 -16
New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs

https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/peace-rights-and-security/workwith-the-un-and-other-partners/un-handbook
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1. General Assembly
Six GA Committees
–
–
–
–
–
–

First Committee (Disarmament and International
Security)
Second Committee (Economic and Financial)
Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian, and
Cultural)
Fourth Committee (Special Political and
Decolonization)
Fifth Committee (Administrative and Budgetary)
Sixth Committee (Legal)

NGO Participation
–
–
–

No official consultative status; allowed to participate
in activities by invitation
Common to invite NGOs to participate in special
sessions of GA
NGOs actively involved with work in six committees
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Understanding the structure and dynamics of
the negotiations
• Understanding the rules of the negotiations
• Understanding the structure of the negotiations, including
selection of the leadership
– Role of the Bureau
– Role of the Secretariat

• Understanding the preparatory process involved
• Understanding the dynamics of the negotiations, what are
countries’ positions and why?
• Groupings within the negotiating process, e.g. EU, Group of
77 and China, JUSSCANNZ, AOSIS, etc.
• Mechanisms for reaching consensus (e.g. , Working Groups,
Informals, Contact Groups, Friends of the Chair)
• Reports of outcomes—Formal, informal
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How are Decisions Made?
• Lifecycle of a Decision
– Election of officers for meeting; agreement on
organizational issues
– Prep and consideration of initial draft outcome text
– Integration of agreed changes and proposals
– Additional rounds of negotiations and changes
– Final text, adopted by consensus
– Notification of any reservations
– Ratification (for legally binding instruments)
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How are Decisions Made?
• Bureau
– Five members, five regions
– Oversee negotiating processes
– Conduct informal briefings, consultations in
preparation for formal meetings and negotiations

• Secretariat
– Administration, logistics, coordination of
dissemination of public information, preparation of
analyses and statistics, guides delegates through
rules of protocol and procedure
– Responsible for ensuring UN carries out decisions
specified by UN bodies
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How are Decisions Made?
• How New Negotiating Processes Begin
– Anatomy of a Conference
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informal proposals
Debate among governments
Passing of a resolution
National and regional prep
PrepComs begin negotiating outcome document
Conference is held, often consensus has been reached
on most issues prior to event and negotiations
conclude
• Member States officially adopt document
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Negotiation “Blocs”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

African Union (AU)
European Union (EU)
Group of 77 and China (G-77/China)
Japan, USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand
(JUS-CANZ)
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)
The Rio Group
Southern African Countries
Caribbean Community (CARICOM)
Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS)
Western European and Other Groups (WEOG) 12

Reaching Consensus
• Types of Meetings for Negotiations (open or
closed)
–
–
–
–

Plenary
Working groups (informal sessions)
Contact groups (informal informals)
“Friends of the Chair”
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Outcomes
• Formal
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Resolutions
Decisions
Treaties
Protocols
Conventions
Charters
Declarations

– Sanctions

• Informal
– Agreements
– Programs or
Platforms for
Action
– Agreed conclusions
– Memorandum of
Understanding
(MoU)
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Outcome Documents
• Negotiations
– Draft outcome text
– Chair’s text
– Working papers

• Information
– Statements from governments, international
organizations, and NGOs
– Reports from Secretary-General
– Technical Reports
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Understanding the structure and
dynamics of the negotiations
Participation in
--Earth Summit, UN Conference on Environment and
Development, 1992
--World Summit on Sustainable Development, 2002
--UN Conference on Sustainable Development, 2012
--Law of the Sea annual meetings (UN Informal Consultative
Process on Oceans and the Law of the Sea)
--UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (annual
COP)
--Convention on Biological Diversity (annual COP)
--BBNJ negotiations (2006-2015)
--BBNJ PrepCom
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Example: Rio+20 Process
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Example: Rio+20
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Rio+20 Negotiating text
78.
We [recognize / emphasize – New Zealand, EU, RoK, Canada]
that oceans are critical to sustaining Earth’s life support systems.
[Careless / Unsustainable – US] [exploitation / sustainable
management – EU, Canada] of the oceans and their resources [as well
as the effects of climate change – Monaco, EU] [put[s – Monaco
delete] at risk / is necessary to preserve – EU] the ability of oceans to
continue to provide food, other economic [and social – EU, Canada]
benefits and environmental services to humankind. We stress the
importance of [the conservation –Norway delete; -Australia, US, EU
retain], [and – Iceland, US] sustainable [[harvesting and – Norway;
G77 clarify]; EU, -Australia, US delete] [management / use – Japan;
EU delete] [[and equitable sharing –; G77 clarify, US, Norway delete;
EU bracket] – Canada, Iceland delete] [use – Canada, Iceland; EU
delete] of marine and ocean resources [and encourage countries to
foster innovative technologies that use marine resources and energy
in an environmentally friendly manner ROK; US, Iceland, G77 delete;
EU bracket].

RIO+20 Co-Chairs Draft Text
CST 78. We emphasize that oceans, seas, islands and
coastal areas form an integrated and essential
component of the Earth’s ecosystem. Unsustainable
management of the oceans and their marine
resources, as well as the effects of climate change,
put at risk the ability of oceans to continue to
provide food and other economic, social and
environmental benefits to humankind. We therefore
stress the importance of the conservation and
sustainable management of oceans and their marine
resources.

Understanding the structure and
dynamics of the negotiations
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How do national delegations operate?
--How are national delegations chosen?
--Who leads?
--Modus operandi for national delegations
--Caucusing with allied interests (bilateral, multilateral)
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National Delegations
• Permanent missions to UN + experts and
officials from capital
• High-level officials (Heads of State)
generally do not participate directly in
negotiations
– Closed bilateral or small high-level meetings,
plenary speeches, country statements
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Accredited non-governmental
organizations, industry, etc.
--How does an organization become accredited?
--Accreditation to UNECOSOC, accreditation to the
conference
--Procedures for participating in the meeting, how and when
can NGOs participate?
--Strategies NGOs can use to influence the process
--The role of Side Events in bringing in new information/
perspectives
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Accreditation
• Temporary
– Lasts only as long as the process itself

• Ongoing
– Accreditation with ECOSOC
• Activities of the applying NGO must be relevant to the
Economic and Social Council
• NGO must have a democratic decision-making
mechanism
• NGO must have officially registered existence for at least
two years
• Primary source of NGO funding must come from
contributions by national affiliates, individual members,
or NGOs
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Preparing for a Meeting
• Be targeted and informed
– What is to be achieved
– Background of negotiations

• Reach out
–
–
–
–

Other NGOs
Find out who is attending the meeting
Compile list of news media and journalists
Establish links with UN staff
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Preparing for a Meeting
• Be prepared
–
–
–
–

Draft position papers
Contact other participants
Arrive in advance
Attend forums and side events
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Dodds’ advice for NGOs in influencing the process
How to Lobby at Intergovernmental Meetings – Mine’s a Caffè
Latte, by Felix Dodds with Michael Strauss
Key question that Dodds asks:
Why are you attending?
--Lobbying
--Learning
--Working with other stakeholders
--Exchanging information
--Organizing events
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Dodds’ advice for NGOs in influencing the process
• Know your own goals
• Know the decision-making
process in your country
• Know when to work and at
what level
• Know the decision-making
context
• Know the tools at your
disposal
• Know when to make your
position

• Know your allies
• Know the government
officials
• Know the key UN officials
• Know your adversaries
• Know your limits
• Know your potential
• Know your brackets and
terms
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Other Advice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set clear goals
Don’t just defend your side of the story
Give accurate information
Be transparent and honest
Don’t be adversarial or confrontational
Don’t be aggressive
Provide solutions, not just problems
Be sensitive to cultural norms
Think about language problems
Don’t be naïve
Show that you understand the divergence of opinions
Pull emotional heart strings
Advocacy Toolkit
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• Preparatory Committee established by
General Assembly resolution 69/292
“Development of an international legally
binding instrument under the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
on the conservation and sustainable use of
marine biological diversity of areas beyond
national jurisdiction”
• First Session, 28 March – 8 April 2016
• UNHQ, New York
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PrepCom Agenda

DOALOS website: http://www.un.org/depts/los/
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PrepCom Agenda
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PrepCom Agenda (Continuation)
Tuesday, 29 March 2016:
• 10 am-1 pm Consideration of the guiding approaches and
principles of an international legally binding instrument
• 3-6 pm Consideration of MGR, including questions on the
sharing of benefits
Wednesday, 30 March 2016
• 10 am-1 pm Consideration of measures such as area-based
management tools, including MPAs
• 3-6 pm Consideration of EIA
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PrepCom Agenda
Thursday, 31 March 2016
• 10 am-1 pm Consideration of capacity-building and the transfer of
marine technology
• 3-6 pm Informal working group on MGR, including questions on the
sharing of benefits
Friday, 1 April 2016
• 10 am-1 pm Informal working group on MGR, including questions on
the sharing of benefits (continuation)
• 3-6 pm Informal working group on measures such as area-based
management tools, including MPAs
Monday, 4 April 2016
• 10 am-1 pm Informal working group on measures such as area-based
management tools, including MPAs (continued)

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?
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General statements
• Delegations will have an opportunity to deliver
statements of a general nature concerning the
issues under consideration by the Working Group.
Owing to time constraints and bearing in mind the
opportunity for delegations to make more detailed
comments under subsequent agenda items,
delegations are invited to limit their general
statements to five minutes and to make them
available in writing to facilitate the work of the
interpreters.
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Guidance on PrepCom Meeting
1. Review the presentation given by Charlotte Salpin, UN DOALOS,
which provides the background to the PrepCom, a guide to the
negotiations, and the key elements of the process, including:
• Main objective of the meeting
• Key issues addressed by the meeting
• Key political alignments and positions in place at this meeting
• Connections of this meeting to other multilateral meetings
2. Review the materials on the First PrepCom:
• Format and annotated provisional agenda and organization of work
• List of side events
• UNGA Resolution 69/292
3. Observe the negotiations and other features of the meeting
4. Understand the role that IGOs and NGOs play in this meeting and how
they react to the PrepCom proceedings
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Our participation in the PrepCom
• Grounds Pass
– To be picked up, see next slide

• Monday, 28 March
• Attend morning and afternoon sessions: 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM; 3:00
PM – 6:00 PM
• Attend side event (Conference Room 12 or 9)
• Lunch at the UN Main Cafeteria (Level 1, South Annex)
• Group Photo (?)

• Tuesday, 29 March
• Preparation for 30 March event: 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM, DOALOS
• Attend afternoon session: 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM

• Wednesday, 30 March
• Attend morning and afternoon sessions: 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM; 3:00
PM – 6:00 PM
• Participate in 30 March side event
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Our participation in the
PrepCom (Continuation)
• Thursday, 31 March
• Attend morning and afternoon sessions: 10:00 AM –
1:00 PM; 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM
• Attend side event (Conference Room 12 or 9)
• Friday, 1 April
• Wrap-up, ABNJ Regional Leaders Program: 10:00
AM-1:00 PM, DOALOS
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Grounds Pass
•

Report to the Pass and ID Office with a government issued photo ID (such as a
passport or a driver's license). The Pass Office has been provided with a list of
your names.

•

You will be asked to fill out section 1 of the form, which Ujwala will send to
you. Please, make sure that you only sign the form at the Pass and ID Office.

•

You will be issued a temporary grounds pass with photo.

•

The address of the Pass and ID Office is 320 East 45th Street (between 1st and
2nd Avenues). Please report to them on Monday, 28 March 2016, at 9:00 AM.
The Pass and ID Office is open from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.

•

Please be advised that there may be a long line in front of the Pass and ID
Office on Monday 28 March. The meeting of the PrepCom is scheduled to
begin promptly at 10:00 AM.
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Our participation in the PrepCom
negotiations
--Behavior at the meeting
--Dress attire
--Materials
--Opportunities for making contacts
--Seats (NGO area)
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